
Do you know all the key definitions and concepts for this chapter? Go through each term in the list and check that you

know them all. Place a bookmark underneath each definition to cover up the one below and slide it down. This way you

can focus on each definition by itself.

?

Aether was a hypothetical non-material fluid formerly
hypothesised to permeate all space and having
the property of propagating electromagnetic
waves.
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through the aether. It was to attempt to detect this wind
that the Michelson-Morley experiment was conducted.
See abo Michelson-Morley experiment.
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circle about which an object is moving.
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required for an object to travel in a circular path. Gravity
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Circular motion is the motion of an object in a circular
path. If this is with constant speed it is called uniform

:i19y111'"9lio" (u-9Ml :
Einstein, Albert German-born physicist best known for

his work on relativity (1905 special relativity and
1915 general relativity). He also produced pioneering
work on the photoelectric effect and Brownian motion.
Was awarded the 1927 Nobel prize for his work on the
photoelectric effect. See also photoelectric effect; special
relativily,

Electromagnetic waves (radiation) are transverse waves
composed of alternhting electric and magnetic fields, the
components of which are perpendicular to each other
and to the direction of the energy flow.

Escape velocity is the velocity needed for an object to
escape from the Earth (or other planet or moon). It
depends on the radius and mass of the planet and the
gravitationalconslant: 

.

Frames oi reierence Objects or coordinate systems with
respect to which we take measurements, See also inertial
frames of reference; non-inertial frames of reference.

Geostationan' orbits are thoi. ln *t i.t tt 
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a period of 24 hours and orbits in the equatorial plane
about the Eanh.

Geosy nchronous orbits are ttrose in *t i.n tf," t"tlffit.
has a period oi 24 hours. If the orbit is in the equatorial
plane, the satellite appears to stay above the same
point on the Earth and such an orbit is said to be
geostalionary.

g-forces are measured in units of the Earth's gravitational
acceleration, g. For example, a force of 5g is equivalent to
acceleration five times the acceleration due to gravit_v.

c.uritutior,"i acceleration ii ttre icceteration due to
gravity; equal to - 9.8 m.s-2 on Earth.

Gravitational constant The constant in Newton's Law of
Universal gravitation (see also this entry). Equal to

9Y:ro::lN:-1:ks1:
Gravitational field That region of space in which a mass

experiences a force of attraction from other masses.

Gravitational potential energy is the work done to move

an object from a very large distance away to a point in a
gravitational field. For two masses m1 and m2 separated

by a distance r, the gravitational potential energy is
given by:
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at rest or moving with constant velocity. It is a frame in
which Newton's laws of motion are valid.
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appears to contract in the direction of motion relative to
a stationary observer according to:
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km to - 1000 km above the Earth's surface.

rrai.r'Jiriii." in" rn"s ,r i ,norinj ou;".t i"..""t"t in
relation to a stationary observer according to:
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Measurement is the process of comparing some quantity

such as length, mass or time to a selected standard and

expressing the measured quantity as some factor of that
standard.
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Michelson-Morley experiment Experiment conducted to

measure the speed of the Earth through the aether. The

inability of the experiment to find this speed led directly
to Einstein's rheory of Spe.iil R:llli"ill.:

Non-inertial frame of reierence An accelerated frame

of reference. In such frames, inertial forces are

presentl

Orbit The path followed by an object travelling in space.
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Orbital decay occurs when low altitude orbiting objects
such as satellites and discarded 'space junk' re-enter the

-Eanl,': 1lm9?pl-"r9 1"g Ylli'"ll9ll Pyr lp:
Projectiles are any objects moving under the influence of

slavily only:.

Projectile motion is the motion of an object under the
influence of a vertical force only (such as an object
thrown through the air). Best analysed by dividing its
motion into two components: horizontal component of
motion with constant velocity; and vertical component of
motion with constant acceleration.

R"di; ;;;;; r.. r"rJ-*"r.t;;sih tlori - ro'-l -".t.it
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Re-entry is the return of a spacecraft into the Earth's
atmosphere ana yuyougnJ..!.9T9.i1.19 hl:. 

.

Relativity is a theory that describes matter, space and time
and how they relate to each other. Einstein introduced
the special theory of relativity in 1905 and the general
theory of relativity in 1915 (the latter describes gravity).
The principle of relativity is that the laws of physics
are the same for all inertial observers. This results
from the view that the speed of light is constant and is
independent of the speed of the source or observer.

Simultaneity Where two or more events that are

simultaneous for one observer are not necessarily
simultaneous for observers in different inertial frames of
reference.

Slingshot effect A method by which spacecraft can be
accelerated by use of the planets. Relies on conservation
or TqllT -g*911r*:

Special relativity is the theory of relativity restricted to
inertial frames of reference. See also Length contraction;
Mass dilation; Mass-energy; and Time dilation.

Speed of light in a vacuum is constant and is independenr
of thg :pegd of the s9u1ce or the observer.

Thought experiments From the German term
Gedankenexperiment are experiments' conducted'
entirely in a person's brain. Widely used by Einstein in
hi:.:pg:igl theov of lelalivifv;

Time dilation occurs where time in a moving frame
appears to be slower relative to a stationary observer
according to-:

L
o
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Time travel The use of time dilation to allow trips to
distant planets. The astronauts will age less than their
counterparts on Earth and when they return to Earth
they will return to a future many years ahead of their
own.

ni1".i,.yit,.|i1n"ripi"1""1i1".
T[vin paradox A famous paradox of special relativity. TWins

are separated at birth. One twin is placed in a spacecraft
and leaves Earth. To the twin on Earth, the twin in the
spacecraft ages slower. By symmetry, to the twin in the
spacecraft, the twin on Earth ages slower! The paradox
is resolved when it is realised that the twin in the
spacecraft is in a non-inertial frame of reference and so

tl9 :""::99:-!:: 91:P::il rlli:ilv * ld'PPlv:
Universal gravitation The law that two or more masses

attract each other according to

fTh fTLt
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dz

weight is the force on an object aue to lt U.i"g i, u

gravitational field.

Are you able to answer every syllabus question for this chapter? Tick each question as you go through the list if you are

tle to answer it. lf not, turn to the appropriate page in the guide as listed in the column to find the answer. Refer to

Fge ix to check the meaning of the Board of Studies key words. You can also turn to the Excel syllabus summary notes
at the back of the book for a summarised answer to each syllabus question.

For a complete understanding of this topic: 
i 

tfr:: / For a complete understanding of this topic: 'iS: ,/

U2-7

Can I define weight as the force on an
obi99t du9 to a Brawitational figfd?

Can I perform an investigation, and gather
information to determine a value for
acceleration due to gravity using pendulum
motion, or computer assisted technology,
and identify reasons for possible variations
irom the value 9.8 m.s-2?

Can I gather secondary information to 3

predict the value of acceleration due to
gravity on other planets?

Can I analyse information 
"ring 

tft" 4

expression F: m! to determine the weight
force for a body on Earth and for the same
body on other planets?

Can I explain that a change in gravitational 4
potential energy is related to work done?
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-r;r oi one bodv relative to

>

ll:(r.lrll

-irrc -1.17 Relative velocity

Identifv the usefulness of using vector diagrams
rLr assist solving problems.

I

A
I

I.-
A

-::c l.lS T'.\'o cars approaching an intersection

3.2.1 Relative motion
Most of us have seen television pictures of astronauts 'space wa.:
Although they are hurtling through space at thousands of kilometre-
hour, they appear to be floating and, relative to their spacecrafl.
appear to be at rest. Why is this?

As far back as Galileo in the 17th century, it was realised th"'
motion, and hence aLl ueLocittes, are reLatiue, that is, they are coml
to a frame of reference, such as the spacecraft in the above exa::
the laboratory walls for your class experiments, a roadway, an.
on. The velocity of an object thus depends upon what you meas..
against. In the example of the astronauts, they are travelling at
speeds, but so too is their spacecraft, so relative to each other '

are 'at rest'.

Similarly a driver and passenger in a car are at rest relative to the car
are travelling at the car's speed relative to the roadway.

Relative velocity

Let's use the foilowing example to illustrate the relativity of veloc.
Consider two cars travelling at 20 m.s I east and 10 m.s-] east relali.
tlrc road, as in Figure 3.27.

To a stationary pedestrian O on the footpath, the velocity of car .-.

20 m.s least; this is written as i^o :20 m.s-r east. Similarly, thevelc-
of B relative to the observer O is given by i,,o :10 m.s-l east.

How fast does car A appear to be travelling relative to the driver in
B? You could probably do this easily in your head and come up \,

ius:10 m.sr east. What you did, possibly without reaiising it, w.r:
subtract the velocity of the observer B from the velocity of A.

Using a similar idea, you can show that the velocity of B relative to .-'

-10 m.s-r east or 10 m.s-l westl

In general we can write: i.,,, - d.,o- i,u,:i^otior:i^-iu
Following are further examples of the use of vector diagrams to sc.

problems on relative velocity. pale 152

3.2.2 Using vector diagrams

When travelling north at 15 m.s-r towards an intersection, a dri'.
A notices another car approaching the intersection from the e.

(Figure 3.28). Given that the speed of the
second car B is 20 m.s-r relative to the
ground, calculate the velocity of B relative
to A.

Our general equation becomes
iuo--ir-i^. By direct measurement
from the diagram (Figure 3.29) we have:
i s^ : 25 m.s t bearing 233 degrees.

I

I

| ,0.,
<_rT:*'l

l5 m.sl
Figure 3.29 Relative velocrt'
example

A plane heads due north at 200 km.h-l while a wind blows from the we.
at 40 km.h-r. Calculate the velocity of the plane relative to the ground

20 m.s I

ll6 E.rcel PRELIMINARY PHYSICS
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-10 km.h :

> 
,i equation gives: i*:ioo+i^"
the plane, A is the air and G is

: scaled vector diagram (Figure

- .er 1 cm : 20 km.h-l

:-:e 3.30 we find:

- r-l km.h-l, bearing 11.3 degrees.

N

- :-e 13 it is evident that if the
-.:lv headed due north, he/she
. : arrive at the destination, as the
.id be 'blown off course'. Rather,

' ri'ould need to compensate for
:. Calculate the direction and
:at the pilot would have to

order to arrive at the desired

--ln. 
*i,h a 'ground speed' of

.: rvould need to head 'into the
- :ghtly, so that lhe resultant of
-.= s motion and the motion of the
,,ruld be due north as shown in

:..11.

heading at
200 km.h-'
air speed

:: would have to fly aI 204 km.h-l, bearing 348.7 degrees, to
iherequireddestination. pages-52-153

direction ol
path over
the ground

Figure 3.30 Velocity of plane
relative to the ground

original
I ecto r

40 km.h-1

f
:nts of vectors

,:,,r' earlier (p. 114), a single resultant uector can repLace an.' number
--r. The opposite of this is that a single vector can be com.poseti
iumber of others. These are called componenr,s oi the original
:igure 3.32a).

-.-\ ;

- the component of a vector in a given
--'m the head of the vector to meet the
: the component can then be measured
: 3.32b).

component of
vector along this Iine

i.32 Components of vectors

:-rcess of finding the components of vectors is called resoluing

(
component of
vector along this Iine

direction, simply drop a

line at right angles. The
from the scaled diagram

direction of
path over
the ground at
200 km.h :

heading at

- 204 km.h-l
air speed
bearing 34B.7o

Figure 3.31 Pilot heads 'into the '"vind'
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Figure 3.34 Veiocity components

Fi3ure 3.35 Car on a hill

Erplain the need for a net external force to act in
order to change the velocity of an object.

Rectangular components

Of pripe importance are components that are perpendicular to e:: -

other. These are rectangular components.

In the special case of rectangular components, the size of the comp_ -.-rr
can be found easily from trigonometry.

Consider Figure 3.33.

It follows from trigonometry that:
sind: ? ^O cosl:9L
That is:

a, - acos9

av : asin9
From Pythagoras'Theorem we also have: a:

Figure 3.33 Rectar::_ _

compc: : -

A plane flies at 250 km.h-l bearing 45 degrees (that is, north-east). Calc_:.
its northerly component and its easterly component of velocity.
Solution

Consider Figure 3.34. The easterly component is found from:
u , : u cos 45 : 250 cos 45 : 177 km.h-l
Similarly, the northerly component is found from:
uy : usin 45 : 250sin 45 : I77 km.h-r

A car is at rest on a hill as shown in Figure 3.35.

If the weight of the car is W, calculate the value of the component of :::
weight:

a acting at right angles to the hill and

b acting down the hill.
Solution

From Figure 3.35 we see that:

a The component of weight perpendicular to the plane of the hill .
given by:
F** : W cosq

b Similarly, the component of weight parallel to the plane of the hill :.
given by:
F*:W sin?

We will refer to these relationships later when we consider forces acting
on cars going uphill or downhill.

3.2.3 What is a force?
Now that we know something about the description of motion, we are
in a position to investigate the causes of motion; that is, we look ar
forces-the study called dynamics. But what exactly is a force?

You should be aware from your previous study that:
a force is a puslt or a pull.

ttt Excel PRELIMINARY PHYSICS
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Dixuss the role of the Michelson-Morley
experiment in making determinations about
competing theories.

Outline the nature of inertial frames of reference.

'eoa

It follows that tas6 '. taoa. If we replace the two swimmers with
light rays and the motion of the raft through the water with the
'aether wind', we have the essence of the Michelson-Morley
experiment. @ o^0, +a

1.4.3 The role of experiments in science
Science progresses as a result of the validation of hypotheses by
experimentation. From a hypolhesis, predictions are made of what should
happen if a particular experiment is performed. If, when the experiment is
performed, the results are not in agreement with the prediction (and the
same thing happens when the experiment is repeated), the hypothesis is
incorrect. As we have seen, the Michelson-Morley experiment set out to
measure the speed of the Earth through the aether. A null result showed
the aether hypothesis to be invalid. Although Michelson and Morley
did their experiment in 1887 and Einstein proposed his theory in 1905,

it is likely Einstein did not know of the experiment, making no reference
to it. The Michelson-Morley experiment, however, provided supporting
evidence for Einstein's theory, allowing a choice between two conflicting
theories, one requiring an aether and one that did not. To better
understand the importance of the Michelson-Morley experiment, we
need to look at the concept of. fromes of reference. @ ouo, at

1.4.4 Frames of reference

Frames of reference are objects or coordinate systems with respect to
which we take measurements.

Position
In maths, the Cartesian coordinate system is used and position is referred
to the axes x, y and z. In your experiments in class, the laboratory is your
frame of reference. s s,

Velocity a a 
+

An object P travels with velocity u with u 
'

respect to a reference frame S (Figure

t.zL). Another frame, S', moves with P +

velocity u relative to S. The velocity of O 
"P relative to S' is n': n- d.. Velocity thus

depends upon the reference frame.

lnertial frames of reference Figure 1.26: Frames of reference

An inertial frame of reference is one that is moving with constant velocity
or is at rest (the two conditions being indistinguishable, see Newtonian
relativity). In such reference frames, Newton's Law of Inertia holds. No
frame is any more correct than any other, but some are simpler. The fixed
stars are often taken as the best example of an inertial frame.

Non-inertial frames of reference
A non-inertial frame of reference is one that is accelerating. In such
frames observers have to postulate the existence of 'forces' to maintain
the validity of Newton's Laws. These are pseudo (fictitious) or inertial
forces.11 @ o orn

ll. Centrifugal force is an inenial force. A rveightless obsener l: 
":'.':: ---:t::t 

ij:--: ;r-\l:l3tes
an outward force lo counteract the force oi g,ravin'.

2l
c

c_--, uQ^ oraYc.laq



lnertial and non-inertial frames of

AIM: To distinguish
reference.

reference

between inertial and non-inertial frames of

THEORY; Inertial frames of reference are ones that are at rest
or move with constant velocity. Non-inertial frames are those
that are accelerating. Both types can be easily illustrated with a

mass attached to a piece of string as you travel to school in a car,
bus or train. (The mass and string arrangement is called a 'plumb
bob'.)

METH0D: Hold one end of the string so that the mass hangs vertically.
Observe what happens when the car (or bus or train):
) is stopped

) accelerates from rest

) travels at constant speed in a straight line
) slows down as it approaches a stop sign
) travels in a roundabout (i.e. travels in a curve).

BESULTS: The following typical results are observed:
) When the car is stopped, the string hangs vertically and the mass

does not move.
) When the car accelerates from rest, the mass 'moves' in the

opposite direction to the direction of movement of the car so that
the string makes an angle with the vertical.

) Travelling at constant speed in a straight line, the string hangs
vertically and the mass does not move.

) When the car slows down, the mass moves in the same direction
as the direction of motion of the car so that the string makes an
angle with the vertical.

) In a roundabout, the mass 'moves' away from the vertical
in a direction opposite to the direction of the curved motion,
i.e. if the car makes a right-had turn the mass moves to the
left.

C0NCLUSION: Inertial and non-inertial frames of reference can be
illustrated from their effects on a mass hanging vertically from a
string. The mass hangs freely in inertial frames and experiences

. force in non-inertial frames. @ , n, ou

1.4.5 The principle of relativity

Galilean relativity
Relativity did not begin with Einstein, but much earlier with Galileo and
then Newton. The study of motion as we know it began with Galileo.
This study necessarily involves the concepts of space and time. The
r-iew that motion must be relative, that is, it involves displacement of
objects relative to some reference system, began with Galileo. Galileo's
analysis of projectile motion led him to consider reference frames, which
as we have seen, are what all measurements are compared to. For
example, the desks and walls of the laboratory is your common frame of
reference. Galileo was a strong advocate of the heliocenrnc model of the
universe which has the Sun at the centre and all the planets revolving
around it, contrast to the geocentric ('Earth centred') model current in
his day. Galileo's opponents believed that if the Earth moved, then a
stone dropped from a tower would be 'left behind' and fall away from

Syllabus Requirements

Perform an investigation to help distinguish
between non-inertial and inertial frames of
relerence.

Discuss the principle of relativity.
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Sonary Earth Moving Earth Stationary Earth Moving Earth

is relative. What about ; :
acceleration? Suppose the object u

P in the previous Figure 1.26
is now undergoing a uniform
acceleration. We have: n': n-n

fell straight down relative to the mast, whether the ship was stationary or
moving with constant velocity! (When the ship is moving, the object traces

out a parabolic path relative to the background.)

As a result of these experiments and other tlnu6,ht experiments (defined
later in this chapter), Galileo stated what become known as the principle
of Galilean Relativity; that is, 'the laws of mechanics are the same for a
body at rest and a body moving with constant velocity'.'

We saw earlier that velocity Then:

the tower's base as in Figure 1.27a. This did
not happen (Figure 1.27b), and so Galileo's
critics said this showed the Earth did not
move about the Sun!

Galileo proposed that the stone did not
fall behind because it shared the Earth's
motion. The tower and the stone had the
same horizontal velocity and because of the
independence of the vertical and horizontal
motions, the stone would fall close to the
base (as actually occurred). Looking at the
stone could not tell an observer whether the
Earth moved or not.

ln 1642 he even devised an experiment where
an object was dropped from the 'crows nest'
of a sailing ship. He showed that the object

A(, - D) since for: -lt constant
Ad' velocity d

- -Za the change is
zero.

I
t
.l

[-

I
I
.l.l t

Gileo's critics argued that if the Earth moved, a Galileo argued that the stone and tower have
fE dropped from the top of the tower would be the same horizontal velocity and so would fall
Efi behind and land away from the tower's base. near the base. An observe could not tell from the

stone's motion whether the Earth moved or not.

Figure 1.27: Galileo and frames of reference

Li'
t-
Ai'-Ir

d-0
Newton took this idea further. He said that two observers travelling at
relative velocity of D would see the same acceleration. Both observers
will agree on the mass being the same12 and so both will see the same

form for the second law, that is: F: md and F' : md' so both frames are
equivalent.

Newtonian relativity
The concept of a frame of reference took on more importance with
the work of Newton. Since observers in inertial frames will get the
same results for experiments based on Newton's Second Law, Newton
extended this to become a more general statement. Newtonian relativity
states that 'it is impossible to do any mechanical experiment, wholly
within an inertial frame of reference that can tell you whether the frame
is at rest or moving with constant velocity'.

Absolute motion
In his Principia Mathemotica Newton defined absolute motion as 'the
translation of a body from one absolute place to another', without
expanding on what he meant by absolute place.

Similarly he defined absolute time as 'absolute true and mathematical
time, of itself, and from its own nature flows equally without regard to
anything external'. Time was regarded as independent of space. Newton
was aware that motion was relative but believed that ultimately there was

A Excel HSC PHYSICS

12. This is true of speed much less than the speed of light (see later).



a fixed frame of reference to which all other motions could be compared.
This frame was the aether. But as we have seen, all attempts to measure
rhe motion of the Earth through the aether proved futile.

Attempts to explain the negative result of the Michelson-Morley
experiment
To preserve the idea of the aether as an absolute frame of reference
a number of proposals tried to account for the negative result (also called
a null result) of the Michelson-Morley experiment.
) It was suggested that the Earth 'carried the aether along' with it so

that there was no relative motion. Other observations (for example,
the aberration of light), however, showed this to be incorrect.

) Hendrik Lorentz in Holland and George Fitzgerald in Ireland proposed
that the length of the apparatus used by Michelson and Morley
contracted in the direction of motion. (While this 'explained' the
negative result, it was simply an ad hoc assumption with no physical
basis.) Lorentz and Fitzgerald reached this conclusion as a result of
their studies of Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism viewed from
different frames of reference.

Poinca16's relativity
The investigations of Lorentz were restricted to electromagnetism and
-ight, and it was a'bold step to extend it to ordinary dynamics. But in
1904 Henri Poincar6 introduced the 'Principle of Relativity', namely: The
larvs of physics are the same for a 'fixed' observer as for an observer
u'ho has a uniform motion of translation relative to him. This extended
\ewtonian-Galilean relativity to include the laws of electromagnetism (as
n'ell as the laws of mechanics).

In 1905 Einstein proposed a whole new theory of dynamics; the theory
of special relativity (this theory is restricted to inertial frames of reference
and neglects gravityl3). @ .o or aa

1.4.6 The special theory of relativityt+

In 1905 Albert Einstein proposed that: The speed of light is constant and
rs independent of the speed of the source or the observer.

This premise explained the 'negative' result of the Michelson-Morley
etperiment and showed that the aether concept was not needed. As a
consequence of this 'law of light' it can be shown that there is no such
:hing as an absolute frame of referencels. All inertial reference frames are
equivalent. That is, all motion is relative.

Einstein's theory of special relativity represents one of the
g:reatest changes in scientific thought since the time of Newton. It
lresents many apparently impossible conclusions; conclusions that
3ppear to defy common sense. Einstein, however, described common

-nse as a 'deposit of prejudice Iaid down in the mind prior to the
:ge of eighteen'. Because the effects of 'Einsteinian' relativity become
-.bvious only at speeds approaching the speed of light, we are generally
lnarvare of effects such as length contraction, mass dilation and time
lilation. @ ouo, +s

i Cravity is included in Einstein's General Theory of Relativity.
4 http://math.ucr.edu/home/baezlrelativity.html. Relativity is explained on the web in popular

rcience sites, animated graphics and tutorials. Another excellent site that give a nice 'simple'
erplanation of special relativity is at http//howstuffworks.com/relativity.htm.

! it'hich had been the role of the aether, but it did not even perform that task, so there was no
Ninr having it!

SlC.r-

Describe the significance of Einstein's assumption
of the constancy of the speed of light.
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Syllabus Requir€ments

Identify that if c is con$atrt thm spae and time

become rel,ative.

Disorss 6e moefn that length standards are

defned in tarms of time in contrast to the original
m.fie standad-

Andyse and interprct some of Einstein's thought
experimeuts involving mirrors and trains and
discuss the relationship between thought and
reality.

1.4.7 lmplications of the constancy of the speed of light time and
space are relative

Consider a spacecraft moving at a speed of. c/2 (lhal is, half the speed of
Iight) towards another planet. An astronaut in the spacecraft now flashes

a light beam in the direction of the motion of the spacecraft. What is the

speed of the light relative to the planet? Prior to Einstein we would have

said 3c/2 but now we know it is c. How can this happen?

To measure speed we need to measure distance and time. If c remains

constant, then it follows that distance (length) and time must change!

Space and time are relative concepts. (As we will see later, so too

is mass.) To understand how these effects come about we have to review

what we mean by measurement. @ o o, +e

1.4.8 Measurement
Measurement is the process of comparing some quantity, such as

length, mass or time to a selected standard and expressing the measured

quantity as some factor of that standard. It follows then that all measured

quantities are relative quantities.

The metre
The standard of length is the metre. This was originally defined as one

ten millionth of the distance between the equator and the North Pole

along the meridian passing through Paris. This 'distance' was marked

on a platinum-iridium bar. Copies were made and sent throughout the

world. All distances were compared to this standard.

Following advances in the accurate measurement of light wavelengths,

this measure was changed to one defined the wavelength of the light
emitted from the element krypton-86 when excited in a discharge

tube. Since 1960, the metre has been defined in terms of time and

velocity as ,the distance travelled by light in a vacuum in the fraction
1

29g:,q24SB of a second'.

Strange as it may seem, our current standard of Iength is defined in
terms of time. The emphasis on the processes of measurement became

vital with relativity (and quantum mechanics). our reality is what we

measure it to be. Reality and observation cannot be separated. Remember

this as we proceed.

Measuring length
It is a simple matter to measure the length, say, of a stationary object. But

what if the object is moving? To measure the length of a moving object,

such as a train passing a station, it is necessary to mark points on the

station directly opposite the front and back of the train simultaneously.

It is then a simple matter to measure the distance on the station

between the points and so measure the length of the moving train. The

measurement depends for its accuracy on all observers agreeing as to the

simultaneity of marking the front and back of the train. But will they?

(See 1.4.10). 
1@ 

ouou+s

1.4.9 Relationship between thought and reality

Einstein used 'thought experiments' (from the German term
Gedankenexperiment) to arrive at his ideas on special relativity. As the

name suggests, thought experiments are not real experiments, but are

'performed' in the mind. The problem with them is that what we think
will happen is largely determined by our previous experiences as the basis
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-': rvhat we often call 'common sense'-as we have seen Einstein equated
.i.hich, as prejudice laid down in the mind prior to the age of eighteen.
\evertheless, because not all experiments could be tested because of
::--hnical limitations at the tlme, Einstein still used thought experiments.

lre of his most famous was to imagine himself on a train travelling at
::e speed of light while holding a mirror at arms length in front of his
:-:ce. He wondered if he would see his reflection in the mirror. There are

:-.i'o possibilities:

r He would see his reflection in the mirror.

r He would not see his reflection.

i-'th possibilities have difficulties.

.: he were to see his image this would mean that light was travelling at

-- :elative to the train (as expected on the aether model). This however
.\ L-luld mean that an outside observer would see the Iight travelling at

-- relative to a stationary observer, violating Einstein's constancy of the
.-ed of lightl If he could not see his reflection this would mean that the

3.ht could not 'catch up' to the mirror so he could infer he was travelling
:: c rvithout reference to an outside reference frame. This would violate
::e principle of relativity!

:.:ch thought experiments assisted Einstein in his formulation of the
.lecial theory of relativity. 

4@ nuot+o

1.4.10 Simultanei$ and the velocity of light

-.llileo tried to measure the velocity of light by using lanterns flashing

=rween mountaintops. AII he could conclude from his crude experiment
sas that the speed of light was extremely fast.

.:. 1676 the Dutchman Christiaan Huygens, using observations of
::e satellites of Jupiter made by the Danish astronomer OIe Roemer,

---:lculated the speed of light to be 2x108 m.s-1. Since then many

=.rperiments have yielded the value of c : 3 x 108 m.s-1. Although this

=peed is very fast, it is not infinite and hence must be taken into account
',i'hen dealing with simultaneity.

l'.r'o events at A and B separated by a distance I will be simultaneous if
:re observer at A in Figure 1.28 records an event at A occurring at time f,

r + ;. (Alternatively we can define two

+l

A

Figure 1.28: Simultaneous events

-issume two Einsteinian spaceships are travelling with relative velocity u

:arallel to each other. Further assume that observers O and O' are in the

:iddle of their respective spaceships and that highly charged points A and
.j- and B and B' are directly opposite each other at some instant (Figure

- .l9a).

\orv assume that sparks jump between A and A' and B and B' so that
:re flashes are simultaneous for O. Will the events also be simultaneous
:-.r O'?

As shown in Figure 1.29b, in the finite time f the spacecraft would have
:oved relative to each other. O sees O' approaching the light from B' (still at

-' and receding from the light from A', and hence O concludes that the events

S.',<,-: i+:rl%

Explain qualitatively and quantitatively the
consequence of special relativity in relation to the
relativity of simultaneity.

:rd that from B occurring at time
..'ents A and B as simultaneous
.:': a particular frame of reference,
.: light from these events arrives

'.rnultaneously at the mid-point
relween A and B.)

:^other thought experiment

b tigtrt ray+>
lieht rav+-:ffi

Figure 1.29: Einsteinian spaceships

o
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Syllabus Requir€ments

Explah qualitatiydy and quantitatively the
consequ€oce of lpGci.tl rehtivity in relation to
length contracim-

aIe not simultaneous for O'. Conversely if the events were simultaneous for
O' then O' would conclude that the events were not simultaneous for O.

Observers in relative motion will disagree on the simultaneity of events

separated in space. This is known as the relativity of simultaneity.

From our discussion on the measurements of moving objects and
simultaneity, it should be clear that the lengths of moving objects depend
upon the frame of reference from which they are measured! @ runron

1.4.11 Length contraction
Length contraction is where the length of a 'moving' rod appears to
contract in the direction of motion relative to a 'stationary' observer.

Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction equation

where l, is the moving length, 16 is the 'rest' length
(that is, the length as measured by an observer at rest
with respect to the rod) and u is the speed of the rod.

(This was Lorentz's original 'explanation'
for the negative result of the Michelson-
Morley experiment, but now it has a
physical basis.)

Consider Figure 1.30, which shows how a
'flying saucer' would appear to different
observers, one at rest with respect to the
saucer and one who is moving relative to
the saucer. Note that the contraction is in
the direction of motion only (resulting in a

flying 'ellipse'!).

t:tvo

The factor
relativity.

Figure 1.30: Flying

'F

ff
saucers

i
and its reciprocal 

-T: 
are central to special

I t --vc
Table 1.7 gives the values of these for a range of values of u (expressed

as a fraction of the speed of light). We will refer back to this table in the
examples to follow. @ ouor ts

0.lc

0.5c

0.75c

0.9c

0.99c

0.999c

Table 1.7

0.995

0.886

0.551

0.436

0.141

o.oM7

1.005

1.155

r.5t2

2.29

7.08

22.37

Solve problems ard analyse information using

,,-r"Je
E pnOgLeM SOIU|NG 0n length contraction using /, = L,f 1+

A spacecraft moves away from the Earth. If an observer on the spacecraft
measures some object to be 1.0 mlong, calculate the length an observer
on the Earth determines this object to be if:

u2

r

1-4(
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r the spacecraft is moving at 0.1c

: the spacecraft is moving at 0.999c.

i:tution We have the length contraction formula:

a-n
DI

l---l)L\c-
r From Table 1.6: I : 1.0x0.995 m : 99.5cm
: From Table 1.5: I : 1.0 x0.0447 m : 4.47cml
',\e can see that according to the observer on Earth, the object on the
;::cecraft has shrunk (in length).16 @ ouori,e

1.1.12 Time dilation
l:me dilation is where the time in a 'moving' frame appears to go slower
:e.ative to a 'stationary' observer.

I:e time dilation equation is: f :
to

Syr&E F€arffts

Explain qualitatively and quantitativelt the
consequence of special relativity in relation to dm
dilation.

LLAB

A
<_vtAB_+

Figure l.3l: Time dilation

!
C

l,-" :"0
lc"

rrere tu is the observed time for a 'stationary' observer and to is the time
::r an observer travelling in the frame and

t, is called lhe proper tlme. This is the time measured
by an observer present at the same location as the
events that indicate the start and end of an event. Time
dilation today, is a well-accepted scientific fact (see 1.4.14
below). @ r nron

TrnHffinr
:':of of time dilation (another rJedattxt'tit)xlr't./!tiet![)
lcnsider the simple tight'ctock'in Figure 1.31a. The clock operates by bouncing

: Light beam from mirrors. The ctock registers one ctick for one complete up

i1o down motion. When viewed by an observer travelting with the ctock,

:-e tight fottows the path in Figure 1.31a. From the point of view of an

:lserver who sees the ctock moving past at constant speed, the path is as in

=gure 1.31b. This path is [onger than that in Figure 1.31a and since both observers

3Eree on the speed of tight as being c then the outside observer must conctude
-_':at time lengthens! 

Ztrathematicatty: In Figure 1.31a f6 = ; in Figure 1.30b Pythagoras'Theorem
;ves

BU €

:t.r)' = (vtnr)2+12

I
c

+_
'48

-AR

.+ -

2l
c

v21--
t

o

v2L--
c'

'Real'clocks
Our simpte 'tight cl.ock' seems to indicate that time
ditates, but what about'rea[ ctocks'that operate on

quartz crystats or with gears and levers? How coutd

they s[ow down? What about our own biotogical
ctocks for growth and aging? Special relativity states

_+ that att moving ctocks experience time dilation, even
-Lv our own biotogical clocks (see 1.4.15 Space travet).

If this were not the case, then we could determine

a discrepancy between'tight ctocks' and'mechanical
ctocks' or own 'body clocks' and so infer we were

moving. This, however, viotates the view that atl
inertial frames of reference are equivalent.

Al

I

V*

e

v21--
c'

htlp://www.walter-fendt.de/ph11e/rimedilation.htm. Physics applet that simulates time dilation
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Syllabus Requirements

Explain qualitatively and quantitatively the
consequence of special relativity in relation to the
equivalence between mass and energy.

Solve problems and analyse information using
E-mP.

Solve problems and analyse information using:
to

._ 

-

Lu- l, vv' c

El pnogLEM soLUlNG 0n time dilation using f, =

If one hour of time passes for the observer on the spacecraft, calculate
how much time passes (on the spacecraft) from the point of view of the
observer on Earth, if the velocity of the spacecraft is: a 0.5c. b 0.9c.

to

Solution We have the time dilation formula: f, : fTlc"
a We have /s : t h. From Table 1.6 we then have t, : 1.0 x 1.155 or 1.155

hours (that is, 69 min 14 sec).

b From Table 1.5 we have: t, : 1.0 x 2.29 : 2.29 hours (that is,137
min 24 sec).

The time, as measured by the observer on the Earth, has been lengthened
(dilated). (For an observer in the spacecraft, his clock works perfectly
correctly; he sees the clocks on the Earth going slow!) @ ouor+s

1.4.13 Mass-energy
When we do work on an object we increase its kinetic energy
(Er,: lmuz). As the speed approaches c we still do work but the
kinetic energy does not increase significantly. The work goes into
increasing the object's mass according to Einstein's famous equation:
E: mC

where 72 :
v

: 
Tmo

Conservation of mass-energy

The Einstein equation shows that mass and energy are interchangeable-
a Law of Conservation of Mass-Energy has now replaced the separate
laws of mass and energy conservation. @ ouou +s

SOwING 0n mass-energy using E = mC

1 kg of water requires 4.18 x 10s J of energy to raise its temperature from
0oC to 100o C. Calculate the corresponding mass increase.

Solution E: mcz - *: 3
4.18 x 10s ' This example shows that the conversion of: 
(3J r 10tP energy into mass (and mass into energy)

:4.63x 10ir2 kg can.be ignored in physical changes. This--o is also true for chemical changes.
The conversion of mass into energy occurs in nuclear fission and fusion.
In nuclear physics however, where particles can be accelerated to speeds
close to the speed of light, the conversion of mass and energy cannot be
ignored. Because the amounts of energy for individual reactions is small
when expressed in SI units (joules), a new unit of energy is used-the
electron volt.

The electron-volt
One electron-volt (eV) is the energy gained by an electron accelerated
through a potential difference of one volt.

It can be shown that:

1 eV : 1.602 x 10-1e J

mo

Elpnoslrill

@

u2-e

I keV : 7.602 x 10-16 J



- \leV : 1.602 x 10-13 J

S,-:rce mass and energy are equivalent, physicists often give the mass of

=latomic particles in energy units/c2. For example, the mass of a proton

-r stated as: m. : 938
v)

c'
@
llre mass of an electron and its antiparticle the positron are each
: I v lQ-31 kg. In a collision between an electron and a positron the two

;anicles are annihilated and two equal energy gamma rays are produced.
Calculate the energy of the gamma rays.

Solution The energy of the gamma rays is found from:

z: m(
= 2x9.1x 10-31x (e.0 x 108)2
: 1.638 x 10-13J or

1.638 x 10-13: **r-ro kev

:1024 keV

Sence each gamma ray has energy of 512 keV. 
1@ oaoe +s

1''l.14 Mass dilation
\ot only do length and time depend on an object's speed but so too
ioes its mass. The mass of a 'moving' object is greater than when it
:-s 'stationary'. This effect is called mass dilation. As an object's speed

ncreases, the mass of the object changes as shown in Figure 1.32

rcording to the mass dilation formula below.

\lass dilation equation is:
fro

: vm-ttt

n'here m, is the mass for a 'moving' object and ms is the mass for that
obiect when it is 'stationary'-the rest mass.

How do we know that mass must increase for a moving object relative
to a stationary observer? Since c is the maximum speed in the universe
ihen it follows that a steady force applied to an object cannot continue to
accelerate the object indefinitely or else it would cause the object's speed

to exceed c. This means the inertia, that is the resistance to acceleration
of the object, must increase. But inertia is a measure of mass and so the
mass increases causing the acceleration to get less and less so that the
object never reaches c as indicated in Figure 1.33.

As with length and time, the mass measured by an observer travelling
*ith the object is unchanged. @ oaoe as

SrE-

Explain qualitatively and quantitatively the
consequence of special relativity in relation to mass
dilation.

.. l0

=!

;=
=a

1

Velocity ratio V/C

Figure 1.32: Effect of
speed on mass

I
increasing

Figure 1.33: A comparison between the Newtonian and Einsteinian
predictions of the effect of increasing the speed on the mass

Relativistic
prediction
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i r. ::. r.ems and anall'se information using:

, l*

\,_F

Analvse information to discuss the relationship
betu'een theory and the evidence supporting it,
using Einstein's predictions based on relativity
that rvere made many years before evidence was
ar'.rilable to support them.

Discuss the implications of mass increase, time
dilation and length contraction for space travel,

ExCeI HSC PHYSICS

ElpnOUlfM S0LVING On ntass clilatron using my

A 1.0 kg mass is accelerated to a speed
determined by a stationary obser\rer.

fl,,

' ll-vc'
and from Table 1.7 we find y : 1.512 so
: 1 .512 kg. i-rairt .19

= '.,n1

of 0.75c. Calculate the mass AS

relativistic mass : 1.0 x 1.512

m
o

-V 1- o,t

Relationship between theory
and evidence supporting it

Many of Einstein's predictions were not able to be verified for years

after he first postuiated them. Mostly this was due to the lack of
appropriate technology. Nevertheless scientists came to accept
Einstein's work and in time all his predictions were experimentally
corroborated.

How clo we know that time dilates?

A number of experiments have conclusively proven time dilation
actually happens. In one celebrated experiment, two extremely
accurate atomic clocks were synchronised. One was then flown
around the world in a plane and the other clock remained on
the ground. When they were compared, the clock from the plane
Iagged slightly behind the one left behind. Although the difference
was very small, it was measurable. A second famous experiment
involves a subatomic particie called a muon that is created in
the upper atmosphere by cosmic rays. Muons are unstable and
disintegrate in a lifetime of.2.2 1ts (in their reference frame). In
this time, they should not be able to reach the Earth's surface
regardless of their enormous speed of - 0.999c. Yet, they are
found at the Earth's surface. Relative to observers on Earth, their
lifetime is dilated (: 22.37 x2.2 : 49.21ts), sufficient for them
to reach the Earth.

NB: Relative to the muon, the atmosphere is contracted in the
direction of motion to an extent that the muon has 'less' atmosphere
to travel through before reaching the Earth's surface.

Mass dilation and nrass-energy transforntations
In linear accelerators and cyclotrons, designers need to account
for the increasing mass of charged particles as they are accelerated
to higher and higher speeds to ensure they are synchronised to
continue to gain speed. The energy released in radioactive decay
and nuclear reactors and explosions provides irrefutable evidence
for the conversion of mass into energy. pir(rLr :j0

1.4.15 Space travel and relativity
Science fiction often has time travel as a theme, where people
can be transported to the iuture or the past. Is this possible, and if so
what are the implications for space travel? Let's begin with a simple
example.



Tlins Bib and Bub are separated at birth. Bub is placed in a spacecraft
:hat leaves Earth and travels at a constant speed ol 0.75c. Bib remains
on Earth. When Bib reaches his 80th birthday (in Earth years), calculate
norv old he determines his twin Bub to be.

Solution Since Bub is moving at0.75c relative to Bib, then according
:o Bib (and using Thble 1.7), Bub is now approximately 80 x 1.5 Earth
rears old (-i20!), as measured by Bib's clocks. Conversely, on his
SOth birthday, Bub will determine that Bib is now - 120 years old (by
Bub's clocks). Who is correct? Theyboth are! This appears at first to
f,e nonsense. It has to be remembered, however, that Bib and Bub are
:n different frames of reference and hence can differ in their answers.
There is no reference frame that is any more correct than any other.

The twin paradox

The previous example leads us to one of the celebrated paradoxes of
relativity; the twin paradox. According to Bib, Bub will age more slowly.
.For every 1.5 of Bib's years, only 1 year will pass for Bub.) But since all
.notion is relative, then according to Bub, Bib ages more slowly.

Ii Bib now returns to Earth, will he and Bub agree on who has aged the
,east? (Remember each thinks the other ages less. Since they are back in
lhe same reference frame they must agree but they both can't be right.)
The paradox is resolved when we remember that the special theory of
relativity applies in inertial frames of reference only17. But Bub has left
the Earth, accelerated to reach 0.75c, reversed direction to return to Earth
and then decelerated to come to rest. Bub is therefore in a non-inertial
irame of reference for part of the journey and so the rules do not apply
to him.

How to be younger than your twin
The rules of special relativity, however, apply to Bib's observations. Bib
sees Bub age slower18. AI 0.75c, 1.5 of Bib's years pass for every one of
Bub's years. Suppose that 60 years elapse (according to Bib) before Bub

returns. Then Bub only ages UV j9 : 40 years. Although born at the

same time, Bub is .ro* ,0"r""r, ,L,inS., than Bib!

Time travel

If Bub had travelled, at0.999c, he would have aged OU * 
: 2.68

vears. (Obviously the faster the velocity, the less time elapses.)

Time dilation suggests it may be possible to travel in one lifetime to
distant stars. But there is a catch. Suppose you wish to travel to a star
100 light years away al 0.999c relative to Earth. At this speed, slightly
over 100 Earth years elapse as measured by an observer on Earth. As

measured by you in the spacecraft it takes only #+ : 4.47 years.

\bu could get to your destination but you coulf,fiiit'go back to the era
vou left, Over 200 Earth years would elapse before you could return.
Everyone you knew would be dead (unless by then we have found the
answer to ageing).

The relativity of time allows for space travel into the future but not into
the past. 

1@ 
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::. The General Theory or Relativity applies to non-ionertial frame or reference.
13. The General Theory of Relativity applied to Bub also shows Bub ageing less than Bib.
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1.3 The solar system is held together by
gravity $ ru^,n

OBJECTIVE.RESPONSE QUESTIONS

1 Two bodies of mass m, and m, whose centres
are separated by a distance d attract each other
with a gravitational force of F. If the mass of each
body is doubled and their separation reduced to
one-quarter of its original value, the new force of
attraction is given by:
AF
B 16F

c 32F

D 64F (1 mark)

2 A satellite of mass m travels with a speed u in a

circular path of radius R (between centres) around
a planet of mass M. The equation which best
describes the motion of the satellite is:

b Given that the moon is 60 Earth-radii ::.-:. :.-.:

Earth's centre and the acceleration due lt' 3:3. .i-.

at the Earth's surface is 9.8 m.s-2, calculate ::.=

acceleration of the moon towards the Earth.
t2 - :.'-:

6 Two objects of mass M and 2M have radii
of r and 2r respectively.

a Compare their forces of attraction to a

1 kg mass. (2 marksl

b Identify an alternative name for what you have
just calculated.

LONGER.ANSWER OUESTIONS

7 The moon has a mass of 7.35 x 1022 kg and orbits
the Earth at an average distance of 406 700 km.

a Calculate the gravitational force of attraction
between the Earth and moon. (1 mark)

b Identify the magnitude of the centripetal force
acting on the moon. (1 mark)

c Calculate the moon's orbital speed. (2 marks)

1.4 Current and emerging understanding
about time and space has been

dependent upon earlier models of the
transmission of light lt(9 rhr10min

OBJECTIVE.RESPONSE QUESTIONS

1 According to Galilean-Newtonian relativity, all but
one of the following statements is correct. Which is
the incorrect statement?

A The laws of mechanics are the same for an

observer at rest and one moving at a constant
velocity relative to the first.

B The velocity of an observer A relative to another
observer B is given by ior: io-i".

C The length of a moving object depends upon the
reference frame fiom which it is viewed.

D The speed of light c is relative to the aether.

(1 mark)

2 The incorrect statement is:

A Galileo attempted to measure the speed of light
but could only conclude it was extremely fast.

B All measured quantities are relative quantities.

C Newton regarded space and time as being
dependent.

D The aether was believed to be the medium
through which light could propagate. ('l mark)

3 For the Michelson-Morley experiment, which
statement is incorrect?
A No motion of the Earth relative to the aether was

detected.

(1 mark)

mu' 1'A n:n,
mv2 GMm

6_uR:R2

D conservation of charge.

SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

5 \lewton once wrote:

mu2 GMD-
"RR2

GMm 1'O n, : n, (1 mark)

(1 mark)

3 A satellite is placed in a circular orbit around the
Earth with constant speed. The height is such that
air resistance can be neglected. It is true that:

A the resultant force on the satellite is zero

B gravitational attraction to the Earth provides the
centripetal force on the satellite

C the velocity of the satellite'is constant

D the acceleration of the satellite is constant.
('l mark)

t The slingshot effect is used to assist in the
propulsion of spacecraft through space. This effect
relies on the law of:
A conservation of mass
B conservation of linear momentum
C conservation of angular momentum

I began to think of gravity extending to the orbit of
the moon and ... from Kepler's rule (Third Law) ...
I deduced that the force which keeps the planets
in their orbits must be reciprocally as the square

of the distances from the centres about which they
revolve: and thereby compared the force requisite to
keep the moon in her orbit with the force of gravity
at the surface of the Earth and found them to fit
pretty nearly.
a Deduce what Law Newton is referring to

in this quote. (1 mark)
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4 If two separated events are simultaneous for an
observer, then the same two events will;
A be simultaneous for all other observers

B not be simultaneous for an observer moving with
constant velocity relative to the first observer

C be simultaneous only for observers in inertial
frames of reference

D be simultaneous for a second observer only if the
events are separated by a distance less than one
light year. (1 mark)

5 An astronomer measures the speed of recession of

a distant galaxy by means of its 'red shift' a 
3c

IS 4'
Radio signals coming from the galaxy reach Earth
at:

3cAc. e 
n

6 A metre rule is seen by an observer stationary with
respect to the rule, and by a second observer

moving at a speed of I rehtive to the rule. The

second observer observes the rule to be:

A 1.0m
B much more than 1.0 m
C slightly more than 1.0 m
D slightly less than'l.0 m.

SHORT.ANSWER OUESTIONS

7 a Identify the purpose of the Michelson-Morley

of the experiment.

b Describe how Einstein explained
the result.

B The speed of light depends on the motion of the
observer through the aether.

C Interference methods were used to look for
motion through the aether.

D No aether wind was detected.

11 An unidentified flying object (UFO) is observed by
a stationary observer to be 10 m long and travelling
at 0.4c.

a Calculate the length of the UFO as measured by
the extraterrestrial pilot. (l mark)

b Calculate how long an observer on Earth
measures as having elapsed if the
extraterrestrial pilot measures t hour of
his time to have passed. ('l mark)

LONGER.ANSWER QUESTIONS

12 This question refers to the Michelson-Morley
experiment.

a Recall two reasons put forward prior to
Einstein to 'explain' the negative results

(1 mark)

(1 mark)

(1 mark)

(1 mark)

(1 mark)

(1 mark)

cv D 1

c Recall one implication that comes from Einstein's
explanation and explain how this occurs. (2 marks)

13 This question refers to relativity.
a Define the meaning of the aether.

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(1 mark)

experiment?

b Identify the role of the half-silvered
mirror. (1 mark)

c ldentify why an interferometer was used in the
experiment.

d Recall the result of the experiment.

8 Explain the meaning of the phrase 'the relativity of
simultaneitl". (3 marks)

9 Experimenrc prove that the speed of light is
constant and is the sarne for all observers moving
rvith constant velocit-v relative to each other. Recall
three consequences that result from this fact of
nature. (3 marks)

10 By reference to a h-rpothetical 'light clock', describe
why time is dilated (lengthened) for a moving
observer when measured by a stationary
observer. (3 marks)

b Mu-mesons (muons) are elementary particles
that come to Earth in cosmic ray showers. They
disintegrate spontaneously after an average
Iifetime of 2.2 x 10-6 s (in their reference frame).
Even allowing for their fast speed (0.999c), in
this short lifetime they should not be able to
travel more than 600 m. The muons, however,
are created at the top of the atmosphere some
10 km up and reach the Earth's surface (where
they are detected in laboratories). Explain these
observations:

i in the reference frame of the muon (1 mark)

ii in the Earth' reference frame. (1 mark)

14 A spaceship passes you at a speed of 0.80c.

a You measure its length to be 75 m. Calculate the
length a member of the spaceships' crew would
measure it to be. (2 marks)

c If a member of the crew held a 1 kg mass in his
hand, what mass would an observer on the Earth
calculate he was holding? (2 marks)

d If the spaceship were to travel to a star 100 Iight
years away from Earth (as measured by an Earth
bound observer) at this speed, calculate how far
the ship's crew would determine the distance to
the star to be. (2 marks)

15 Outline how, using the principles of relativity, it is
theoretically possible for astronauts to
visit 'nearby' stars in their lifetime but it is
unlikely that any government would fund
such a journey. (5 marks)
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C is correct because the siingshot
effect is due to conservation of angular
momentum. [1 .3.4]

You should recognise that the law

of universal gravitation is responsible for

keeping the moon in orbit around the Earth.

@) I mark 1or correct choice of equation:

1 mark for correct answer.

a The Law of Universal Gravitation.

b The acceleration due to p,ravitv

on a planet is given ay, rl9Y'.
Hence: 

' o d'

ddz6l "2

Ez d:

d? R2
o -l
", - d:6r - 166p;z 

6r

,l

9.8 :2.7 x l0-3 m.s-2
3600

,/ ,/ 11,3.11 [1.1.2]

The question requires that you

calculate the attraction of both masses

and compare their ratio. The equation for
gravitational Iield strength is numerica{ly

equai to the gravitational force of attraction

onalkgmass.

a Comparing the forces we have:

Cm.m-
F = ----*. so

d'

- G xlx(ZM) zGM

r- r'
- GxIx[M) GM:_--Lr

(2r)' 4r2 u 
"' / /

b This is essentially the gravitational
field strength (or the acceleration
due to gravity) "/ [1.3.1] [1.3.2]

You need to use the data sheet
provided to find the value of G and the mass

of the Eafth.

@D tn a I mark for correct substitution

and I mark for correct answer: in b I mark

for recognising that the centripetal force for

satellites is provided by the force of universal

gravitationt in c I mark for correct equation

for v: 1 mark for conect substitution of data.

a

Cm-m-tr - ______..1____!.

U

6.67 x 10-II x7.35 x1022 x 5.983 x 102a:@
= 1.77 x 10'z0 N

b The centripetal force is provided
by the gravitational attraction
between the Earth and moon,
i.e.4:1.77xl}zoN,/

: 990 m.s-l

,/ / 11.3.2111.2.71

1.4

C This is a statement of Einsteinian
relativity, not Newtonian relativity.
Answers A, B and D are all true
statements but the question asked for
the incorrect statement. [.4.5]
C Newton regarded time and space

as independent. A, B and D are true
statements, not incorrect statements
as asked for. [1 .4.5]

B The speed of light is constant. This
was the null resuit of the Michelson-
Morley experiment. Answers A, C and
D are true statements but the question
asked for the incorrect statement.
[1.4.2] [1.4.6]

B is the correct statement of the
relativity of simultaneity. Answers A,
C and D are untrue. ['l .4.10]

A is correct because c is constant.
This is the basic premise of special
relativity. Velocities of light do not add
or subtract as for normal velocities.
[1.4.6]

D is correct as it is an eiample
of length contraction, i.e. the ruler
shrinks in the direction of motion.
Answers A, B and C are untrue.
[1 .4.1 1]

@) I mark for identifying the purpose

of Michelson-Morley experiment 1

mark for idea of coherence; I mark for

comment alrout sensitivity 0f intederence:

1 mark for nLril result.

a The Michelson-Morley experiment
attempted to measure the velocity
of the Earth relative to the
aether...'

b The half-silvered mirror was used
to split the light beam to form
two coherent beams / so that
an interference pattern could be
formed to measure motion through
the aether.

The expected change in the speed
of light was calculated to be tiny.
A sensitive measuring device was
needed and an 'interferometer'
was used. /
No motion of the Earth relative to
the aether was detected. ,/ 11.4.21

Gll) I mark for clear concept of

simultaneity; i mark for effect of cons:.

of velocity of light.

TWo events that occur at the s;::
time relative to an observer are s.l

to be simultaneous. / That rh=-

same two events, however, will :-.

be simultaneous for a second obser.-
moving with constant velocity rela:
to the fust observer ./ is due to ::
constanry of the speed of light. ['l ,4 

.

@D 1 mark for each correct implicai

to a maximum of three marks.

The consequences of the constancr
the speed of light are: (Any three.l
. Time dilation. Time for a movi:-

obseruer goes slower than for
stationary observer. /

. Length contraction. The length
a moving object contracts in r:.

direction of its motion. /
. Space-time continuum. Space ar-..'

time are interdependent. An eve:.

requires four dimensions (x, y, z. :

to define it. /
. Relativity of simultaneity. /
o Mass dilation. The mass oi

moving object increases n i::
increasing speed. /

. Mass-energy. The equivalenc.
of mass and energy. They ar.
two manifestations of the sam.
entity. / [1.4.6]

For full marks reference must be

made to the different paths observed b!

ditferent observers and relate this to the

speed 0f light being constant; I mark for

correct substitution or data; 1 mark for

correct answer.

Refer to Figure 1.31 in the texr.
Relative to an observer travellinE
on the train the light beam travels
up and down. / To a stationan'
observer however, the light beam
follows a zigzag path and so travels
further. / Because the speed oi
light is constant it follows that the
time must be 'lengthened' / (so the
ratio of distance to time is constant).

n.4.e1n.4.12I
l'!ltf) t mark for correct substitution of

data; 1 mark for correct answer.

a The length of a moving object is
given by f f

l, = l.r/1-;
lc-

where lo is the length relative to
a stationary observer and l, is the
length for an observer moving
with the object. Hence:

c-mu'
'r

10

11

Fr
__L
m

1.77 x1020 x 406700 x 103

7.35 x702'z
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: 10.91 m

b The time in a moving frame is

given by:

. to

"tT ltl
ll 

- 
-!' cz

1.0

, _ (0.4c)'

c'
= 1.09 h
:1h5.4 min

IEl pnoettfii sot-vtNG Length c0ntracti0n]

IE pnosLrM soLvlNG Time dilation]

@D In a I mark for each correct statement

to a maximum of 2 marks; in b 1 mark for a

statement 0f the constancy 0f the speed of

light. See ouestion I above.

a TWo reasons put forward to explain
the null result of the Michelson-
Morley experiment were:
. Len8th contraction had

occutred in the arm parallel to
the direction of the motion of
the apparatus. /

. The aether was being 'dragged

along'by the Earth. /
b Einstein explained the negative

result by stating that the sPeed

of light is constant / and is

unaffected by the velocitY of the
source of the observer. /

c See answer to Question 9 for
implications from this Iaw. [1 .4'5]

[1.4.6]

@D 1 mart< for correct definition of the

aether.

Experiments such as this have

provided conclusive evidence suppoding the

Theory of Special Relativity.

a The aether was proposed to be

the medium through which light
waves could propagate. /

b i The muon'sees'the atmosphere
contracted / in its direction
of motion to an extent such

that it can traverse the shorter
distance before it disintegrates.

ii Earth observers see the muon's
lifetime dilated / by the factor

b Mass dilation is given by:

Ghapter 2: Motors and
generators

Key Concept questions
(pages 55-88)

Note: lower case i rvill oe -se: ':' --"a''. '
this section to distinguish it tr:r- ':' :-;:
1 There are a nunth'e: :

experiments you coulJ .1::-- . : :

need for permanent tl)Jg:'.: "
a current-carrying conduc'1..: :.-..'
free to move. The forces are ge:.:: :

small and so the setup has :-- ::
sensitive.

You should use the currents alail;:..
from a school transformer/Po\\'ei
supply. You must not use 240 \'
directly as it is dangerous.

The motor effect is where a force acts

on a current-carrying conductor in a

magnetic field.

Right hand palm rule: if the fingers of
the right hand point in the direction
of the magnetic field and the
thumb points in the directlon of the

conventional current, then the palm
points in the direction of the force.

a Up the page.

b To the left of the page

Factors include:

a length of conductor

b strength of magnetic field

c amount of current in conductor

d angle between conductor and
field.

The force is actually on the electrons
in the conductor so: the longer
the conductor the more electrons
experience the force simultaneously
and hence the Sreater the force; the

stronger the field the stronger the

force on each electron; the more

curent the more electrons and hence

the bigger the force; the closer the

angle between the conductor and

magnetic field is to 90o the bigger the
force.

a Force on the current-carrying wire
is given by:
F : Bilsin?

:10x5x1.5xsin0
:0N

F : Bilsin0
:10x5x1.5xsin60
:65N

F:Bilsind
:10x5x1.5xsin90
:75N

I _t

t_

1_
l ,2
hL

!' c2 allowing it to last long
enough to reach the Earth's
surface. n.4.11 [1.4.11] 11.4.121

Gll) 1 mark in each f0r correct substitution

of data: I mark in each for correct answer.

lra I =L ^[-L,V 
C'

t,

lu2
Il _ 

-\i' c,

. (0.4c)'z
I- ,

C"

14

75=l

=1,x0'6
L"=125m

m
--ovt

l, v-

1' C,

12

i

1

J0.36

= 1.67 kg

c We need to find
dilation formula:

r,, in the time

t,

t" : 100 x 0.6 = 60 light vears

IE enoaleN soLvrNG Length contraction]

[tr] pRoalrrvl solvlNG Mass dilation]

Glll Five marks for clear understanding of

the idea ol time dilation and the different times

that would elapse for the Earlh observer and

the spaceship crew. and that the implications

make funding by anlJ contemporary
government unlikely. as all ts members would

be long dead and buried belore the spaceship

could return. 3-4 marks some understanding

o{ the concept o{ trme drlatron: 1-2 marks for

a little understanding

One of the consequences of Special

Relativity is that time dilates, / that
is, time for a moving observer goes

slower relative to a stationar:y observer
Suppose a spacecraft was sent to a star

100 light-years away. At the enormous

speed of 0.999c, this would take slightly
over 100 yeats relatiue to a stationary
obseruer on Earth. / As measured by
the crew of the spacecraft, however,

it would take much less time ( - 4.47

yeus). / Although they could return to
Earth in around 10 years of their time, /
over two centuries would have passed

on Earth. Government are unlikelY
to invest in such an expeditionl /
[1 .4.15]

15

J

u't- ,
c-

. [0.8c)':I- ,
C.
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